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Editorial 
 

An Amazing Response 
  

                                      Andy Rowley 

A t the time of writing we are, of course, all in lockdown—a very difficult and serious 
situation for many colleagues and for our industry as a whole.   

For me, however,  the most significant statistics from the past few weeks are not the finan-
cial stress, or the emotional and practical issues facing our members (though these are 
very real and significant, and everyone at SMA is working hard and committed to help 
however we can). What is most striking to me is the number of members who -  despite 
the difficulties they are facing — have written asking us for information about online train-
ing or other opportunities for using the extra time that they now have on their hands use-
fully and practically, improving their skills to be better ready for work as soon as that is 
possible.  Add to this the amazing response of so many SM colleagues to the crisis: using 
transferable skills to stack shelves in supermarkets and manage and support our supply 
chains, volunteering in their communities, working as hospital porters or care home assis-
tants, drivers for veterinary practices and in community transport enterprises, sewing 
masks and scrubs, even building Nightingale Hospitals. (As I write this my partner -an ex 
stage manager - is upstairs sewing up laundry bags for NHS workers so that they can put 
scrubs etc. straight into the bags and wash them without handling – reducing the risk of 
infection).   
Stage managers have this particular gene, I guess.  A need– some might say obsession—to 
keep busy;  always selflessly thinking of the big picture and how to help out and make 
things work better.  It is most likely this gene which self selects stage management in the 
first place (rather than the more glamorous on-stage or “creative” roles) and, although our 
newest recruits do have it , experience reinforces and focuses it.   
At SMA HQ we feel proud to work for  a group of people whose first thought is always for 
the show, for others - the bigger picture - using existing  abilities and acquiring new skills to 

find ways to make things more efficient, more effective … just better.  Members can also 
justly feel proud that we are all doing  ‘our bit’ as representatives of our industry.   

Sharon Calcutt Cheadle picks up on -and amplifies- these themes in her article Interesting 
Times on page 5.  SMA  continue to bring information on online training and work opportu-
nities via SMAgenda and on the website; in Cueline we bring you articles to interest and 
inspire:  Our latest Honorary member Barry Busbridge joined SMA in 1958—just a few 
years after its inception– his career notes make fascinating reading and Julia Reid caught 
up with him to discuss some of the highlights including touring with his  pregnant wife and  
a pram with their daughter in it, wedged in the back of a Triumph Herald convertible!  
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Barry’s description of the impressive staging of the 60’s epic Blitz! At the Adelphi  in 1962 
chime with Clive Chenery’s revealing information on another huge 60’s show– this one at 
the Palladium : The Man In The Moon  starred Charlie Drake and Dusty Springfield along 
with a supporting cast of –incredibly-  martians!  The technical details of the staging and 
lighting in the Palladium  for that show are revealed in a contemporary schematic of back 
stage sent to us by Clive Chenery and they bust the myth that massive stage spectaculars 
are a 21st century  phenomenon. Along with up to date news about information on train-
ing from Antonia Fraser-who has also buddied up with Jacqui George to produce a new 
series of stage management podcasts – these are our Centre Pages this Spring.  On the 
subject of training Ali Wade asks “With study times starting at just a few hours, what do 
you have to lose, other than a few lockdown hours? “  as she  explores the myriad  of op-
portunities  in courses -long and short- available online from the Open University. 
In tune with the times Jenny Ell’s review is of a show from Wales’ Millennium Centre which 
is being streamed.  Only the Brave is a moving story of the D-Day landings in the second 
world war, cleverly staged and  powerfully performed which really  works in its new cine-
matic form.   With time on our hands we are all looking to Boxsets which we might have 
missed in busier times, and Jane Williamson rounds up some of her favourites with bum-
numbing stats on their full durations. Whilst you are making friends with your sofa, how 
about some lovely cookies to keep you going?  We have just the thing - with a recipe for 
you to try yourselves  on page 16.    
UK born Stage Manager Jo Birch (nee Hegarty) and her theatre tech. husband Rob started 
off by emigrating to New Zealand, 10 years later emigrated to Australia and then, for good 
measure, after a few more years, they sold up most of their possessions, bought a boat, 
learned to sail and set off around the South Pacific.  They reveal an epic tale of new lives 
and new horizons in our feature  Double Trouble in the South Pacific—as told to Ali Wade 
on page 26—living the dream?   The Kings Head Theatre celebrated 50 years in February—
just beating the lockdown with their Big Birthday Bash. Simon Sinfield spent quite a lot of 
his working life at the theatre and reveals the story of their founder Dan Crawford, in  A 
Maverick in London on page 33.   Another creative maverick once denied the adage that  If 
“there be nothing new, but that which is Hath been before, how are our brains beguil’d,” ….. 

Shakespeare wrote Anthony and Cleopatra, and most likely King Lear whilst in isolation 
when his Globe theatre was closed during the plague in London in 1606. Shakespeare’s 
birthday and date of death may not be accurately known, but we celebrate the Bard on his 
official birthday on 23rd April when this magazine is published.    
This month SMA also launched a new bulletin sharing news  and info. on opportunities for 
students, and focusing on well-being in the profession.  On page 23 of this Cueline we cele-
brate the new arrival by reproducing part of their Spotlight on SM Niall Connolly, who has 
graduated from stage to the world of TV props – just one of many articles in an email  
packed full of content based on what student members told us they wanted to hear about. 
Terry Lee Dickson has the last word in our box of delights with his tale of deceit exposed on 
page 27 .  Please enjoy the variety of distractions and ways to productively use your lock- 
down time in this edition, and keep safe, informed, educated and entertained at home .  
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  Living in Interesting Times  
 

                        Sharon Calcutt Cheadle 

I ’ve lost count of the amount of times we hear ‘unprecedented’ in 
a day. I was going to write about going back to work after taking a 

second year out for maternity leave, how it feels to organise a musical theatre confer-
ence with small people ‘helping’, and how I see working with two small children might 
pan out.  Instead, I’m going to write about what I’ve learnt in lockdown so far about us 
as an industry, and some hopes that we can take this forward with us when this is over.  
I live with my two kids – 10 months, and 3, My husband 
(37), a photography student (23) and two cats. It’s not a 
small house, but it certainly feels it when everyone is 
here all the time. We started with a structured timeta-
ble of who gets to work when, however it soon went 
out the window and without childminders and nursery 
school to take some of the strain there is very little time 
to get anything done. Good job all our work was can-
celled… Using my years of experience rejigging produc-
tion schedules on the fly everyone at least does some 
physical activity, some music, something fun and learns 
a life skill on most days.  
This is one of the things that never occurred to me was a transferrable skill. At a time 
when the majority of us have had work cancelled, and nothing coming up we are all 
looking to other avenues of income, whether for the short term or for long haul. I have 
friends who are now project managing for the NHS, masterminding distribution of food 
to those who need it,  or sewing scrubs for the frontline medics out of bedsheets and 
old curtains. Theatre folk can turn their hands to most things.  
We all have so many transferrable skills. Want to build something fast and efficiently to a 
deadline? We can do that! Want to put all your content online, we can do that, or at least 
we know that we can learn to fast. Many of us have turned our hands to all kinds of things. 
I’ve negotiated a washing machine, fridge freezer and cooker for my  goddaughter in    
Manchester who has just had spinal surgery. I used my best ‘persuasive’ stage management 
skills, and now her carers can do her laundry and she can keep her food for longer.  
We were already ahead of the game with mic etiquette on Zoom,  and chairing the family 
pub quiz is rather reminiscent of some of the more ‘lively’ production meetings I’ve        
presided over. It’s showing us that we can still connect with our tribes, which I hope sticks 
around long after we’ve kicked this virus to the kerb.  
We have new styles of theatre emerging – Creation’s The Tempest *performs online each 
night.  We have online interactive content.   Immersive theatre in isolation.                            
(* be quick– until 25th April!) 

https://www.creationtheatre.co.uk/whats-on/the-virtual-tempest/
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We are all dancing each morning to Singspace’s warm ups.  
Theatre is more accessible as it’s being streamed online. It 
started with Wind in the Willows, and now you can watch 
opera and fringe performances streamed straight to you 
whilst you sit on your sofa. Everyone can watch. I hope that 
when we come out of this the world will appreciate the arts 
more, and the people behind the scenes that keep everything 
moving.  
Everyone is having a very different experience of this. Folks 
with time and no work, folks working from home with kids, 
and kids finding it impossible to self regulate.  People who 
bake, sew, starting on the PhD that they always wanted to 
do, taking advantage of all the learning resources online. 
Swatting up on Autocad or Qlab, or just trying to stay sane 
and sensible with morning yoga.  

We are all coping in different ways. In the early days we went online and started 
groups to disseminate information, organise and share advice when the guidelines 
were less than clear. We 
showed each other where to 
turn and tried to explain what 
was going on in some very un-
certain times. What I’m seeing 
from the theatre industry is 
huge resilience, kindness and 
generosity. We gather and 
protect.  
Times have been tough. When 
the first person we knew went 
into isolation we were quite shocked, and now we are all locked away, it’s become the 
new normal, reliant on key workers to keep us fed and safe. People are dying. The first 
person I heard of was a friend of a friend of a friend, and now we all know people who 
are fighting it in hospitals, and folks who haven’t made it.  
I hope that this makes us appreciate each other 
more.  
 
Nobody knows what will happen next, and when 
our stages will be lit again, in the meantime look 
after yourselves and each other.   Stay safe.  
 

https://www.thesingspace.com/thesingspaceblog/the-sing-space-top-vocal-warm-up
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Troubled Times 

 

'Antony and Cleopatra'  

 written in ‘lockdown’ 

Wi lliam Shakespeare was no stranger to the task of 
plying his trade amid difficult conditions. 

He was working in London when the bubonic plague surfaced in 1592 and again in 
1603, the latter a particularly lethal outbreak that left more than 30,000 city dwellers 
dead. 
In 1606, as England was reeling from a near-assassination attempt on King James, the 
plague returned to wreak havoc on Londoners once again. 
But Shakespeare knew how to navigate the bumpy terrain by this point, the threats of 
royal upheaval and a debilitating illness no obstacle to him completing three of his 
great tragedies – King Lear, Macbeth and Antony and Cleopatra – in that year alone. 
That summer, Shakespeare and his contemporaries were distracted from recent 
events concerning the monarchy when the black death made an unwelcome return. 
The 1603 outbreak had brought a directive from the privy council that closed play-
houses when more than 30 disease-related deaths were recorded in a week, and with 
London again facing those casualty levels by July 1606, the Bard was forced to once 
again draw down the shutters at his venue, the Globe Theatre. This produced an 
attempt to recoup lost income via touring performances with his company, the King’s 
Men, while also leaving time for the wordsmith to sit alone 
with his thoughts and pen. 
The evidence indicates that Shakespeare polished 
off Antony and Cleopatra, the successor to the Roman Em-
pire intrigue of Julius Caesar, during this period, its debut 
likely arriving when the Globe reopened late in the year. 
Even as he ostensibly worked in isolation, the plague threat-
ened to ensnare Shakespeare in its invisible grasp. Shapiro   
describes how his landlady on London's Silver Street, Marie 
Mountjoy, succumbed to the illness in October 1606, 
prompting the  writer to vacate the premises shortly after-
ward. 
 
 

More about Shakespeare in Lockdown: The Guardian 

https://www.biography.com/writer/william-shakespeare
https://www.biography.com/writer/william-shakespeare
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2020/mar/22/shakespeare-in-lockdown-did-he-write-king-lear-in-plague-quarantine#img-1
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B arry  Busbridge has 
recently been 

made a honorary mem-
ber of the SMA due to 
his extensive career in 
Theatre and being a  
committee member during the early days of our association.  
 

Barry graduated from Central School of Speech and Drama with a First Class Diploma in 
Stage Management in 1957.  He has had an illustrious career spanning several decades 
working with such titans as Lionel Bart, Dame Judi Dench, Marlene Dietrich and Sir John 
Mills.  Barry has also had a successful career writing for television and is currently pen-
ning a series detailing Catherine The Great’s life. 
At Cueline we were intrigued to find out more about this remarkable octogenarian, 
CSM, SM and writer. Julia Reid caught up with him to find out more about his           
background and career to date.  
 

Can you tell me a piece of Theatre you saw or whom inspired you to want to work in the 
industry when you were growing up? 
Barry: There was a war during my youth, so I didn’t see any theatre. I wanted to get into 
film as a clapper boy and move up to be a Director, like David Lean, but it never hap-
pened. I never found my way in. 
 

Why did you decided to train at Drama School? What were your options at that time?  
Barry: Technical film schools didn’t exist in those days. The closest thing I could find was the 
Stage Management course at Central. 
 

What have been your favourite shows to work on and why? 
Barry: The complex technical shows have tended to be my favourite, so where possible, I 
sought out the musicals: Blitz!, The Fantastics, Show Boat, Elvis and Hello Dolly. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Can you tell us some more about the Lionel Bart Musical with such ground breaking 
technical effects that premiered at the Adelphi in 1962? 
Barry: Blitz!  was a highly technical show for its time.  There were two DSMs; myself in 
the prompt corner controlling lighting cues, flashes, explosions, projection and limes and 
Neville Thompson up on the non-working side of the flies managing the towers. David 
Collinson of Theatre Projects operated three remote-controlled tape decks from his 

An Example of a Calm  
Stage Manager                                          

      Julia  Reid 
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desk in the Upper Circle. The 
show opens with a loud air-
siren, and people carrying 
their bedding are seen enter-
ing the station. The outside of 
the railway station starts   
rising and as it reaches each 
level of the towers, more  

people step onto it and enter the station (no health and safety in those days.) As this 
happens the underground station below is revealed with people entering the space 
and bedding down for the night. 
There is an archway through which you can see the platform and occasionally a tube 
train arrives and leaves. This was achieved by a rotating board of canvas picturing the 
train’s   carriages. A black covering is rolled aside revealing the train arriving and when 
it leaves the covering is rolled back. With stereophonic sound effects this was surpris-
ingly effective.  There were four other similar towers, each weighing two tons. These 
were four-side and pivoted on their bases. An ASM sat in each controlling their rotation 
and movement about the stage to present different perspectives, such as the view of a 
city street. This was accomplished by the ASM viewing the deck of the stage through a 
gap in the floor of the tower. On cue, by radio communication, each ASM would engage 
the battery fed motors and set the tower moving. The ASM had to drive along a fluores-
cent track under a UV light to its next position and then on cue rotate it. In the first 
dress rehearsal everything came together–Richard Pilbrow’s lighting– blazing infernos, 
searchlights; David    
Collinson’s stereo-
phonic sound effects - 
screaming bombs,  
Junkers throbbing. The 
fire-brigade’s flat hose 
pipes inflated with air 
to look like water was 
flowing through them. 
One time during the 
show things ground to 
a halt and coincidently, 
unbeknown to me, my 

Photo: Fire in “Blitz" from the souvenir programme designed by Paul Cave Ltd. 

Neville Thompson and Barry 
in the flies during “Blitz!”   
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cueing was recorded on tape. I understand this has been replayed to drama students as 
an example of a calm Stage Manager. 
 

Newspapers at the time said the audience came out praising the show and the        
scenery?  
Barry: Yes and a billboard announced the brilliance of the stage management! 
 

What was the longest tech day you had?  My friend seems to think that technical     
rehearsals used to go on through the night into the small hours and everyone was     
allowed to smoke backstage?  Is this true?  
Barry: All techs on musicals carried on through the night and the following day.  One 
had to juggle them with the Actors requiring the stage. I’m not aware of people    
smoking backstage but one Director smoked non-stop in the stalls. 
 

Did you have career highs and lows and how did you get through challenging times? 
Barry: There was a short time in my career when jobs were scarce and to bring money 
in I resorted to inferior shows in clubs.  On the whole though, I was very lucky going 
from show to show, sometimes rehearsing the next show during the day whilst winding 
up the last. Double the money! 
 

Was there such a thing as the “work, life balance” when you were working?  How did 
you juggle having a family and a career? 
Barry: As I had a wife and two children I applied for shows which were in or would 
transfer to the West End.  I was working on  Great Expectations The Musical at Guild-
ford with John Mills which was expected to go to the Haymarket. When this was      
altered to Toronto, Canada I switched to the Barry Humphreys show to stay with the 
family.  Often my wife would accompany me on pre-London tours. On one occasion she 
was pregnant and we had a pram with my daughter in it, wedged in the back of my 
little Triumph Herald convertible! 

 

 

 

 

 

Marlene Dietrich photo and programme courtesy of MIND. Pal Joey - production photographs John Haynes  
Show boat photos Reg Wilson 
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I  trained on the Stage Management Course at the Central School of 
Speech and Drama. This was at the Royal Albert Hall from Sept 

1955 to July 1957. There I stage managed productions and attended 
the same classes as Judi Dench, Vanessa Redgrave, Jeremy Kemp and 
Anna Dawson. I obtained a First Class Diploma in Stage Management 
– no degrees in those days. Whilst there, in the summer holiday, I 
worked as SM for the Caryl Jenner Mobile Theatre at Seaford for 

£6.10 per week.  This had to cover digs too! 
Following Central School: 
1957 Arlecchino – The Servant of Two Masters – Edinburgh Festival and Lyric, Hammersmith. SM 
£9 per week. 
1957 Lysistrata with Joan Greenwood – ASM £9-10 per week 
1958 - 60 Salad Days – Vaudeville Theatre – DSM and SM £15 per week 
1960- 61 Toys in the Attic – Piccadilly Theatre DSM with Coral Browne and Wendy Hiller 
1962 Come blow your Horn – Bob Monkhouse and Michael Crawford – Prince of Wales   Theatre 
DSM 
1962-1964 Blitz! - Adelphi – DSM. Lionel Bart musical.  
Blitz! was a show I remember with pride. Princess Margaret attended a gala preview and sat in 
the front of the Dress Circle. It was reported in the papers that she was smoked out. In those days 
the smoke machines were hard to control. 
Lionel Bart’s direction was largely dependent on him acting out each role for himself and         
expecting the cast to copy him. His performances were admittedly brilliant but the company 
found them hard to replicate. The Management had foreseen the problem and engaged Eleanor 
Fazan as associate director. Lionel Bart had to be banned from rehearsals and Eleanor took over. 
1964- 1965 BBC TV – Floor Manager 
Val Doonican Show. Blue Peter. 
1965 Passion Flower Hotel – Prince of Wales. SM. £26 With Pauline Collins, Jane Birkin, Francesca 
Annis 
1966 World Theatre Season – Aldwych. Production Liaison Officer with visiting companies from 
Greece, Czechoslovakia, Italy, Poland and Russia. £30 per week. 
In 2-3 days I had to get some slides designed for the Russian play Dostoievsky’s The Idiot. I 
phoned my cousin Tony Hart and he was happy to help.  
The slides arrived from the slide maker one hour before the performance which was rather last 
minute. 
1966 The King’s Mare - General, Company and Stage Manager £30 per week. Glennis Johns and 
Keith Michel. 

 

Barry Busbridge:  

 
Notes from a Career in Theatre 
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1966-71 A host of productions at the Westminster Theatre – SM £35 
1971 The Great Waltz – CM, SM £35 
There was a Sunday charity performance with Marlene Dietrich. 
1972-73 Show Boat – Adelphi – CM. £42 
1973-74 Dandy Dick  - Garrick CM, SM - Alastair Sim 
1975 Sleuth – Fortune – CM, SM £56 
1975-76 Great Expectations – musical – John Mills 
1976 Housewife Superstar – Barry Humphries – Apollo and Globe 
1976-77 Banana Ridge – Savoy – CM, SM – Robert Morley 
1977-79 Elvis – Astoria – production manager, CM, SM – Shakin’ Stevens and PJ Proby. Tracey 
Ullman was a young ‘swing’ in the show. 
1979-80 Hello, Dolly – CM, SM, Drury Lane £135 – Carol Channing 
1980 – Barnardo – Royalty  
Theatre, CM, SM – photo of Barry Busbridge being introduced to Princess Margaret. DSM      
Richard Andrews is to my left. The show was a flop only lasting a few weeks. 
1980 – Not now darling –Savoy, CM, SM  
1980 Pal Joey –Albery  CM, SM 
1981 – a number of productions 
were planned to open the new Mer-
maid Theatre. However the builders 
put in their bill and there was no 
money left. I was so looking forward 
to flooding the stage for Stephen 
Sondheim’s Pacific Overtures. The 
plan was to flood the stage with 
water and have 3 islands in the mid-
dle! 
 

DSMs I have worked with over the 
years include: 
Jeremy Hywel-Davies; Stella Richards; Richard Andrews; Ann Spiers; Jennifer Selby;                 
David Lardner; MickleJon Reece; Collin Mossman; Michael Passmore; Di Gordon-Basset 
 

In the early days many managements expected stage managers to understudy and ASMs were 
quite often engaged not for their ASM skills but for their suitability to understudy a certain part. 
I was a committee member of the Stage Management Association from its early days.  
Also a Director and Trustee of the Drury Lane Fund.  
 

I have been lucky to raise a family in the precarious world of show business and I am married, 
have a son and a daughter. 
 

Writing for television has been my hobby. Southern Television commissioned me to create and 
write the early episodes of Freewheelers. They were broadcast in the late 1960s nationally and 
sold to 9 other countries.  
I continue to write today and I am presently writing a series about Catherine the Great’s life. 
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Background Box Sets 

 
                  Jane Williamson 

A  long indefinite period with an internet connection and a need to 
while away the hours….? It might be time for an online boxset, pref-

erably one that you can get lost and/or really involved in. (My flatmate’s first suggestion for a 
title for this article was Background Boxsets: you can’t knit in silence which tells you all you need 
to know about my lockdown.) 
Thanks to an exciting find (www.bingeclock.com) I’ve calculated how long some of my favourite 
binge-worthy series will eat into pandemic imposed downtime. The website calculates full run 
time so it depends how hardcore you prefer watching stints to be. In the name of full disclosure: 
I have not watched ALL of the below (not yet anyway) but have seen at least some of each pick 
and so can recommend this list as hopefully having something for everyone. 
All selections are available on Amazon Prime, Netflix or BBC iPlayer and would keep someone 
occupied for a least a good day or two. This does mean that it’s skewed in favour of American 
shows but… they have the budgets…. And it also meant that I had to miss some of my all time 
favourite long running shows off the list. If you have the cash – please buy The West Wing, The 
Wire or The Sopranos to truly experience what almost perfect television can be. 
Star Trek (Netflix) 
I know.  But also… if you know, you know. Seriously, if you need escapist watching with long 
involved narrative themes but also plots that wind up within an hour, fab make-up and costume, 
dodgy SFX, PATRICK STEWART, hopes and dreams of an intergalactic family, time travel, alter-
nate universes, physics that may or may not be made up, unexpected cameos but also some-
thing that can quite happily chunter on in the background…. this is the one. It will also give you 
lots of snappy pro-active quotes to use in future production meetings and tech weeks. ( “Right, 
so that’s three fake cakes, a rubber chicken and a light-up tea set?” “Make it so.”) 
(If you’re new to Star Trek, my honest advice would be to start with The Next Generation and 
google what you don’t get. If you want to restart your love, I promise that Discovery isn’t that 
bad. Jason Isaacs makes it worthwhile.) 

Original series: 3 days 7 hours 
Next Generation: 7 days 10 hours 
Deep Space Nine: 7 days 8 hours 
Voyager: 7 days 4 hours 
Enterprise: 4 days 2 hours 
Discovery: 1 day 5 hours 
Animated series: 11 hours 
Picard (Amazon Prime): 10 hours 

Mad Men (Netflix) : 3 days 20 hours 
IT LOOKS STUNNING. There is also good writing, spectacular acting etc etc. But it will make you 

http://www.bingeclock.com
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want to address the lack of vintage in your wardrobe. Set over the decade 1960-70 in America it 
focuses on the ‘Mad Men’: advertising executives in New York who make very interesting life 
choices. 
Side note: if Mad Men whets your appetite, there is also The Hour, a British series set in the 
1950s around a new current affairs show being set up at the BBC. It has many good and famous 
people in and is equally fabulous. It didn’t make the main list because they only did two series! 
Gilmore Girls (Netflix): 6 days 11 hours 
This is my comfort watch. It follows mother and daughter Lorelai and Rory in their awesome but 
wonderfully weird town of Stars Hollow. It’s a cult classic for good reasons. If you want whole-
some drama, with plenty of ups and downs, strong female leads and very sassy dialogue – give it 
a try.  
Doctor Who : 2005 reboot (Netflix/BBC iPlayer): 5 days 18 hours 45 minutes 
Just saying. It’s there. Maybe time to watch and do that ranking chart for each Doctor? And also 
you’ll finally be able to join in the inevitable Doctor Who chats that are a recurring feature of fit-
ups everywhere. 
Spooks (BBC iPlayer): 3 days 13 hours 
Very British spy capers (with a genuinely horrific scene in the first series with a deep fat fryer: 
had to warn you). Lots of good actors, believable(-ish) scenarios and just good to lock in to. 
Call the Midwife (BBC iPlayer & Netflix): 2 days 8 hours 
Period drama about a group of midwives working in the East End of London in the 1950s/1960s. 
It covers more topics that you’d ever expect, has plenty of drama and good people in as well as 
being the best if you just want a happy cry, or a cathartic sad cry or just to feel a lot. (Good for 
watching in digs on long tours). 
The X Files (Amazon Prime): 9 days 2 hours 
Another cult classic for anyone interested in Sci-fi. To my shame I hadn’t watched any of it until a 
few years ago, and then managed to scare myself with a few of the episodes (I have a low 
threshold for jump-scare and suspense music.) For anyone who wants to fully immerse them-
selves in conspiracy and some general weirdness. 
Grey’s Anatomy (Amazon Prime): 15 days 3 hours 
Very good-looking doctors living out their lives whilst managing to get involved in heart-
breaking, life threatening, gossip worthy, lifesaving, embarrassing, musical (there is an episode 
where they all sing) scenarios. 
US Procedural dramas 
This is where the true heart of timewasting lies. Pick your franchise and run with it. My list is 
mostly murder/crime based because… well, I had a difficult panto season and coming home to 
watch smart people track down psychopaths was very therapeutic, OK? (Criminal Minds: would 
recommend.) It’s pretty people running around tracking down criminals/terrorists whilst looking 
fabulous and being sassy and occasionally the dialogue will sneak up on you and get you. 

Bones (Amazon Prime): 10 days 6 hours 
NCIS (Amazon Prime): 16 days 14 hours 
Criminal Minds (Amazon Prime): 13 days 14 hours 

Now, this is very definitely a list based on my personal watch history so if anyone has any other 
recommendations of long timewasters, please let us know!  

mailto:admin@stagemanagementassociation.co.uk?subject=Recommended%20boxsets
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I N G R E D I E N T S  

110g Unsalted Butter 

170g Caster Sugar 

85g Light Brown Sugar 

1 Whole Egg 

190g Self-Raising Flour 

3g Salt 

120g Large Dark  

Chocolate Buttons 

Serves: 8 

Suitable for: Vegetarians 

M E T H O D  

Preheat the oven to 180°C. Melt the butter in a saucepan or microwave, until just melted (but 

not hot). 

Using a stand mixer or electric beaters, beat the butter with the caster and brown sugars until 

well combined. Add the egg and beat on low speed until just incorporated –10-15 seconds or 

so. Don’t overbeat as this will result in a firm dough. 

Add the flour and salt. Mix until a smooth dough forms – again, be careful not to overmix! 

Add the chocolate buttons to the dough and combine with your hands. For a good distribu-

tion of chocolate, don’t be afraid to break up some of the buttons into pieces or chop them 

slightly beforehand. 

Scoop out 8 balls of dough and place on a non-stick or lined baking tray. Make sure there is 

plenty space between them as the dough will spread out in the oven. Press them down lightly 

with your palm to flatten them out a little and bake for 10-12 minutes until the cookies look 

puffed up and golden. 

 
Dark Chocolate Chunk Cookies 

 
Courtesy of *Prêt*  -  suggested by Julia Reid 

https://www.pret.co.uk/en-gb/pret-recipes/dark-chocolate-chunk-cookie-recipe 

https://www.pret.co.uk/en-gb/pret-recipes/dark-chocolate-chunk-cookie-recipe
https://www.pret.co.uk/en-gb/pret-recipes/dark-chocolate-chunk-cookie-recipe
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Review 
Only The Brave 

Wales Millennium Centre/Streamed Online 
 

                                                           Jenny Ell 

O nly The Brave is a musical that I’ve been familiar with since 2008 when it first 
premiered at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival as a condensed, small-scale musical 

production. It was here that it gained traction and a full production was created and 
performed at Wales Millennium Centre in March 2016.  
A soundtrack was produced off the back of its original run, which is where I had a 
taste of Matthew Brind’s sensa-
tional score. In light of current 
events when shows and concerts 
are temporarily moving online, 
WMC, Soho Theatre, Daniel Spar-
row and Birdsong Productions 
have allowed the 2016 production 
of Only The Brave to be streamed 
online to reach a wider audience. 
The production tells the story of a 
group of soldiers (notably Captain 
John Howard and Lieutenant 
Denholm Brotheridge along with their wives) in the lead up to and immediately fol-
lowing the D-Day Landings in World War II. Rachel Wagstaff, based on true events, has 
lovingly and thoughtfully created all of the characters. 
The staging is extremely minimalist yet has a great cinematic quality; quite incredible 

with only a gauze to project onto and 
several moving staircases that are 
wheeled round effectively to create 
different settings.  In an earlier Act One 
scene when the soldiers are training for 
their previously unknown mission, the 
way that the boxing ring is created and 
then dismantled to provide fitness 
equipment of sorts, is  ingenious.  
Alistair David’s choreography in this  
scene is at its best as it’s so detailed, 
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along with the taking of 
Benouville Bridge. 
 Steve Marmion’s vision 
and direction of this 
piece is inspired. It has 
great pace and the use 
of the space, whilst 
occasionally congested, 
is put to clever use by 
interweaving scenes 
happening in alternate 
places. 

The lighting throughout is generally quite isolated and makes great use of followspots 
but there are full ensemble moments 
that allow for some stunning wider 
visual imagery. The use of back-
lighting the gauze to include relevant 
action behind it is especially well 
done. The company is responsible for 
conducting the scene changes so the 
Stage Management team do not ap-
pear to have any onstage duties dur-
ing the show. However, the intricacies 
of the movement would have guaranteed a large amount of tech time dedicated to 
achieving this slickness. 
The camaraderie between cast members is palpable; particularly special and            
believable is the relationship between Lieutenant Brotheridge and his wife Maggie, 
played by Neil McDermott and Emilie Fleming respectively. There is also a great broth-

erly bond shown between the 
soldiers and a genuine affec-
tion      between Maggie and 
Joy (Captain Howard’s wife), 
played by Caroline Sheen.        
Due credit must also be given 
to Nikki Mae as the young 
French girl who passes on 
intelligence to the British 
about the Germans’ plans.  
Brind’s rousing score greatly 
enhances the emotion of the 
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piece and the harmonies throughout are exquisite. Whilst there have been plentiful 
changes in the score from 2008-2016, I am still reminded why I fell in love with the 
music the first time around. 

 
I sincerely hope for all involved that Only The Brave is given another chance to shine in 
the future. 
 

Watch the entire Only The Brave musical online                 Click pic to view: 

Production photos Helen Maybanks 

https://www.wmc.org.uk/en/what-we-do/artistic-programme/only-the-brave
https://www.wmc.org.uk/en/what-we-do/artistic-programme/only-the-brave
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CENTRAL PAGES 

ANOTHER ERA: 

THE MAN IN THE MOON AT THE LONDON 
PALLADIUM – 1964 

 
Artists dressed as martians for their roles in the show “The Man in the Moon,” 
with Charlie Drake at the London Palladium in January 1964, walk across Regent 
Street. 
This production “The Man In The Moon” was described as “A Space-Age       
Musical”. Some of the Musical Numbers were written by Tom Springfield,    
brother and co-performer with Superstar Dusty Springfield, along with Burt 
Rhodes, Max Diamond and John Taylor. The scenery was by Tod Kingman.  
The London Palladium is arguably the most famous theatre in London and the 
United Kingdom, especially for musical variety shows. The theatre has also   
hosted the Royal Variety Performance a record 43 times. 
 

Following page:  Contemporary cutaway drawing of the theatre showing  
technical and lighting details and stage mechanics for  A Man In The Moon 

(NB Best viewed with PDF set to Two Page Spread –cover separate)  Thanks to Clive Chenery 

https://snippetofhistory.files.wordpress.com/2019/04/the-man-in-the-moon-at-the-london-palladium-1964.jpg
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The lighting controls at the right hand side of the 
circle..  Here all lighting dimming labling etc is under 
direct control– there are over 500 combinations   A: 
selector tabs  B: preselector stops   C: operating keys  
D: black keys operate colour changes E:  Current 
indications masters  F: Intercom to chief electrician 
and stage director (DSM). 

KEY TO THEATRE AND LIGHTING SYSTEM 
1) Access from dressing rooms and stage door. 2) Portable wind spotlights  3) Back of wing scenery 4) Trap door. 5) Rising trap platform in basement  6)
Special scenery effects trolly (moves across stage) 7) Curtain controls 8) Stage Director’s (DSM prompt) desk. 9)Sound effects tapes. Anything from an ele-
phants bellow to a jet airliner can be reproduced! 10) Hydraulic cylinder for main curtain 11) main curtain (‘house tabs’)raised 12)’Pageant
spots for following actors across stage 14)Rising microphone(floor of the orchestra pit can be raised to stage level) 15)Front curtain lowered for front stage 
act (cutaway) 16)Inner or false proscenium opening 17) No1 batten divided into sections each with own colour change lights 19)No2 acting area flood lights 
20) Scenery and curtain backdrops hanging from flies 52 feet up 21)2000W automatic colour change spotlights 22) Lower loudspeake
opening 24) no2 batten 25)no3 acting area flood-lights and batten 26)’Pageant’ and tracer spotlights 27)Special effects trolley 28)Wing scenery flat 29)
special effects trolley-pivots out onto stage 30)1000Wportable wing spots 31)Counter balance for backdrops 32)no4 acting area floodlights and batten 
33)’Backcloth top lighting batten 34)Final backcloth 35)Access to dressing rooms 36)Backdrop being lowered  KEY TO REVOLVING STAG
centre stage section used as a lift  38) 3FT wide inner revolve 39)7ft wide outer revolve Inner and outer revolves move independently or locked together 40)
Scenery set being prepared behind front cloth 41) lift counter balance  42)lift machinery 43) Operator controls lift and revolves 44)outer stage girders 45)
Outer stage electric motor and gear 46)Pully gear and steel ropes for outer stage revolve 
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platform in basement  6)
s (DSM prompt) desk. 9)Sound effects tapes. Anything from an ele-

12)’Pageant’ lights 13)Tracer 
urtain lowered for front stage 

)No2 acting area flood lights 
20) Scenery and curtain backdrops hanging from flies 52 feet up 21)2000W automatic colour change spotlights 22) Lower loudspeaker 23)Outer proscenium 

and tracer spotlights 27)Special effects trolley 28)Wing scenery flat 29)
30)1000Wportable wing spots 31)Counter balance for backdrops 32)no4 acting area floodlights and batten 

Backcloth top lighting batten 34)Final backcloth 35)Access to dressing rooms 36)Backdrop being lowered  KEY TO REVOLVING STAGE 37)12 foot dia. 
endently or locked together 40)

s 44)outer stage girders 45)
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CENTRAL PAGES 

W hen I started out in stage management we concentrated on 
the practical skills required to be a ‘good’ stage manager. As 

time went on though I became increasingly interested in the ‘soft skills’.  It appeared to me 
that you could have the neatest paperwork in the world but that was only part of the story. 
 

Fast forward to 2010 and I was able to attend the United States Institute of Technical Thea-
tre Conference. Here I encountered my first American Stage Managers and immediately 
realised that they talked much more about ‘management’ than stage management. I had 
found my tribe. I brought what I had learnt back to my UK classroom and from here on in I 
combined the psychology with the practical in my own work and in my teaching.  
 

Since November 2019 I have been running online stage management training through The 
Bamboo Manager Project. These courses came about through my own experiences as    
student of Digital Education and also the desire to offer an alternative for people who don’t 
wish to/or can’t go to drama school. I passionately believe that as an industry we should be 
offering additional pathways so anyone who wants to study stage management can.              
I currently have 3 courses running fully online with lots of interactivity plus group tutorials 
with me.   
 

However, one of the courses, Management 101, is different to the others in that it is not 
about stage management but is for people who wish to develop their own management 
style. It takes all I have learnt over the last 10 years and enables students to decide what is 
important to them as a manager and how to develop those skills.  It is great to see people 
flourish and is one of my favourite courses.  
 

This pandemic has offered another exciting opportunity.    
I have long been a podcast fan so when my fellow SM and 
educator Jacqui George from the Sharjah Performing Arts 
Academy suggested we could make a podcast together I 
was instantly in. We quickly decided we wanted to        
explore the psychological part of the SM role. We have just  
finished our pilot episode on resilience - both emotional 
and physical. Other episodes will look at topics such as 
rapport, ethics and perfectionism with a variety of guests.  
The podcast is called Stand By Please and is available on 
Spotify and iTunes now. 

   For the love of all things ‘Management’! 
 

    Information and training available online                                       
 

                                                    Antonia Collins 

https://www.thebamboomanagerproject.org/
https://www.thebamboomanagerproject.org/
https://open.spotify.com/show/4cWHnXBhpb95ZimsEm75Tr?si=tVqpz27kSnamzP68PGtcUg
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/stand-by-please/id1508295619
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Spotlight on Niall Connolly and the World of TV Propping 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

  

 

Niall Connolly has, to date, had an enviable 

career that's covered both large scale   

musical theatre and television. We know 

that not all drama school courses cover 

broadcasting, and our recent student survey 

showed that many of you would like to 

know more about this discipline, so we've 

caught up with Niall to find out more about 

how he transferred his  theatre training and 

experience to working on Emmerdale. 

Before entering the world of TV, you worked on some of the biggest touring and West End 
productions; what prompted you to make the move to broadcasting and how did you go 
about finding opportunities? 
I had spent 10 years living out of a suitcase and 2 years living in the West End working on shows 
such as Phantom of the Opera, Les Misérables, Mary Poppins and Miss Saigon. It was a dream to 
be able to move to the UK from Ireland and get to work on some of the greatest shows. 
In 2013 I had just finished touring with the 25th anniversary of The Phantom of the Opera. It was 
a tough time as the Stage Manager Eddie Davison, who I spent years and years working with, 
was diagnosed with cancer. It was a painful time for everyone and for my own sake I decided to 
leave theatre for a short while. A few months before the tour closed, I had been speaking to our 
masseur whose side-line was working in props in television and film.  To me it sounded like it 
might be a new exciting job that I could learn and that it could give me the flexibility to jump 
between Theatre and TV depending where the work was.                
I emailed the Head of Design at Coronation Street and The Head of Props at Emmerdale and I 
was invited to spend a week at Corrie where I would follow a unit; in soap operas, there are so 
many episodes to film in advance that there are what are called “units”, which consist of all the 

 This April SMA introduced  Standing By, our new quarterly update 
for SMA Student and College members, packed full of info. based 

on what you told us you wanted to hear about. 
 

In each full length edition, we will talk to a professional with an interesting story to 
tell, whether that's an insight into their field of work or very specific  experience, and 
discovering tips to help readers to get experience and progress. We'll also be regular-
ly hearing from hiring managers, with their advice for stellar CVs, job applications 
and interviews, sharing news on opportunities for students and focusing on wellbe-
ing in the profession.  Here we reproduce part of the Spotlight on SM Niall Connolly, 
who has graduated from the stage to the world of TV props 
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departments required to shoot anything between 3 and 6 episodes. Every soap has 3 units 
prepping over a two week period and 3 units shooting over a two week period. It is what I like 
to call a factory. I spent a week at Corrie and, although I enjoyed the experience, I didn’t feel 
like the cobbles were quite right for me. 
A few weeks later I was contacted by Emmerdale and asked if I would be interested in coming 
in for a week to shadow the props department. After my “not quite right” experience at Corrie I 
was a little wary, but as I was out of work I thought I had nothing to lose.   I turned up at 
Emmerdale and found it to be a completely different environment to work in; the team were 
also so welcoming and couldn’t teach me enough. 
Television relies on a lot of freelancers, which mean your name can quickly get thrown around, 
and within a few months I was getting phone calls asking my availability for a number of differ-
ent tv shows. It isn’t a quick process and did take months and months to get myself in the door 
of TV world, but if you work hard and build up a good reputation your name will get out there 
and work does come your way. 
Which areas of your experience in theatre supported your move to TV? Were the Stage Man-
agement soft skills as important as your actual propping and budgeting skills and did you do 
any additional training to help the move? 
My work in theatre, and especially in Stage Management, was an invaluable tool for a move to 
television. Television companies seem to love us theatre folk and I know quite a few theatre 
Stage Management and Production Crew working within the TV industry. 
Theatre people are not only known for our calmness on set but also for having an amazing way 
of solving problems at the last minute. If something goes wrong In theatre, where we play to a 
live audience every night, we have to be able to resolve issues within minutes, sometimes even 
seconds. In Television, although there is more time to sort out issues, being able to fix a prob-
lem, or have the confidence to make decisions there and then, is a really big asset to a compa-
ny. Time is money and shooting on location or in a studio is very expensive, starting at roughly 
£50,000 a day. 
Being able to make precise paperwork and to constantly plan ahead for a day’s shoot is also 
really important. I think of my paperwork as my prompt book. I run the day’s shoot from it, but 
also if anything was to happen to me, anyone could look at my paperwork and know exactly 
what to do. Just like in theatre. 
The only additional training I had was a food hygiene course. I was able to do this for £15 
online. When working on scenes involving parties or big banquets without having the certifi-
cate, I wouldn’t have been allowed handle any food and assist with the dressing of the set.  
Tell us a bit about the roles available in TV propping. 
The roles in TV propping do work differently to theatre. In theatre, propping is overseen by a 
Prop Supervisor on a large-scale production or ASMs on a smaller scale one.   In television, how-
ever, there are many different depts. In soaps, the Art Director and Standby Art Director will 
make the furniture and props list and check what is available within the prop stores.               
Any purchasing or hiring can then be done by the Petty Cash Buyer. And The Prop Stores dept 
will be in charge of collecting any hired items, which may be coming from anywhere across the 
country. Any purchased props are catalogued and placed in the right location for the day 
shoots. The dressing crew ensure all sets and locations have been dressed prior to a unit turn-
ing up to shoot. 
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On a filming day the Unit Prop Crew and Standby Props will be in charge of any handheld props 
and the moving of furniture and set pieces in order that cameras, lighting and sound can get 
their equipment in. 
What are the actual roles you have worked in and how did you progress? 
As in theatre you tend to start at the bottom and work up. When I first started, I was given the 
opportunity to follow the standby props on one of the filming units for a week. I then spent a 
couple of months working for the dressing crews. This would entail loading a van full of furniture 
and set dressing and then, along with the Art Director, dressing a location or an existing set. It 
could be anything from a wedding to a drugs den to a German train station. We would tend to 
be the first people on location and then the last to leave as we would have to dismantle and 
return the location and set back to how we had found it. 
I then moved up to Unit Props which meant being on hand to move and redress furniture as 
required on set, to cook and make any food or drinks required for a scene and basically just be 
on hand to do any other tasks that are required on set. 
One day I was thrown into the role of Standby Props; Standby Props are in charge of handing all 
props to an artist and ensuring all continuity is correct. What hand did the artist have it in? How 
much food or drink needs resetting after an artist has used it during a scene? The two other 
members of the department that I had worked with had gone off and wouldn’t be back any time 
soon. I had to learn on my feet quickly which was the best experience I could have. I’m a mas-
sive believer in listening and observing what’s going on and asking questions if I don’t under-
stand. Luckily it all paid off as for the next 2 weeks I was left as Standby Props until the unit com-
pleted all filming on the episodes. 
For a further two years I continued as a Standby Props until I decided I would like to give the 
next role up a go. This is called the Standby Art Director. The Standby Art Director is in charge of 
reading all scripts, breaking them down, working out all the continuity in terms of the schedule 
and story. They also get to have a more artistic flair with regards to the overall look of the epi-
sodes, working closely with the Art Director. 
I approached the Production Designer and asked if it would be possible to shadow and maybe 
get the opportunity to work on some episodes. By the next day I had been told that due to my 
experience with theatre and television they didn’t feel I needed to shadow anyone and they 
wanted to give me a block of episodes to work on. No pressure for me as one of my first story-
lines was dangling an artist 300 feet in the air over a disused viaduct! 
Within 4 months of working as Standby Art Director they asked if I would be interested in con-
tinuing to work there. Five years later I’m still a Standby Art Director and have worked on some 

of the biggest Emmerdale storylines to date. My work has covered births, marriages, deaths, 

funerals, fires, helicopters, car crashes, an acid attack, a boat explosion on a lake and shooting in 

underwater tanks in thePinewood Studio and Basildon underwater tanks. 

  

Check out my website for some YouTube videos of what I’ve done. 

 

This is an excerpt from the full article.  Read the complete interview plus articles by 
Emily Palmer, Amy Wildgoose and Nicola Candlish in Standing By issue 1 or on our 
website  

http://www.niallconnolly.co.uk/
https://mailchi.mp/29d5557024be/smagenda-25-april-2644638
https://stagemanagementassociation.co.uk/news/tuesday-31st-march/
https://stagemanagementassociation.co.uk/news/tuesday-31st-march/
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Double Trouble in the  
South Pacific                  

Jo Birch - as told to Ali Wade 

F or most people, just moving from one end of the UK to the 
other is a pretty big life change, but UK born Stage Manager 

Jo Birch (nee Hegarty) and her husband Rob started off by emigrating to New Zealand, 
10 years later emigrated to Australia and then, for good measure, after a few more 
years, they sold up most of their possessions, bought a boat, learned to sail and set off 
around the South Pacific. Now hunkering down in The Marshall Islands, whilst the 
world is in lockdown, Jo tells us how this journey came about and how it’s not so far 
removed from technical theatre. 
 

What was your and Rob’s theatre backgrounds in the UK and what triggered that 
enormous decision to move to the other side of the world? 
I was a Deputy Stage Manager and Rob was a Sound Engineer. We’d been working in 
theatre for over 10 years, both on the touring circuit and in the West End, having origi-
nally met on a tour of a Bill Kenwright 70’s musical extravaganza called ‘Hot Stuff’ in 
1994. In 2001 we were living in London 
with Rob working on the decommission-
ing at the Millennium Dome, now the O2 
of course, and I was freelancing as a TV 
Stage Manager, having recently finished 
the run of West Side Story at the Prince of 
Wales.  
At that time, we felt we’d had enough of 
the theatre industry and wanted a drastic 
change. We had visited New Zealand in 
1998, just after we got married, and we’d 
loved it there. We looked into emigrating 
and thought “Why the heck not?” We 
both have wanderlust, were young 
enough to make career changes if neces-
sary, had no children (and still don’t) and 
so, with our application to emigrate    
accepted, we decided to give it 3 years, knowing that if we hated it we could return to 
the UK. 
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Being in a new country with no jobs and no friends was difficult at first, but we hung on 
in there and gradually began to settle in, eventually loving it so much that we became 
New Zealand citizens. Initially we continued working in the theatre industry, at Auck-
land Theatre Company and the Skycity Theatre, but the work was less regular than we 
were used to, with very short contracts; Rob took an opportunity to start working as a 
technical specialist for an audio distributor and I retrained as a Real Estate Agent, 
eventually setting up my own company.  
In 2010 Rob was offered a job with an American audio manufacturer he had always 
wanted to work for, managing the Asia Pacific region support. They were based in Aus-
tralia and there was a relocation package being offered, so once again we moved coun-

try and settled in  Bris-
bane, going through a 
similar settling in period, 
with me taking a job with 
a property developer, 
troubleshooting onsite 
after-sales issues. Maybe 
too many years of tour-
ing gave us these itchy 
feet!  
 

When did you decide to 
take to the ocean 
waves, and what were 
the initial challenges? 
Was it hard to downsize your lives and what did you need to learn about boats and 
sailing?  
By the start of 2016, Rob was working longer and longer hours and travelling overseas 
a great deal. We had both lost family and friends to illness and accident and decided 
that life was too short to be doing jobs neither of us enjoyed anymore. We are both 
mad keen scuba divers, with all of our holidays revolving around getting to remote dive 
spots in Australia, the Philippines and Indonesia where we would spend time on live-
aboard dive boats and under the sea, so we knew we were comfortable on the ocean. 
We had first “floated” (see what I did there?!) the idea of a getting a boat about ten 
years previously but back then had dismissed it as a dream. Since then we had 
watched a lot of YouTube sailing channels of other folks who were out there, living our 
dream life, so we knew it was possible. We decided the time was now right to follow 
that dream, so we looked at the logistics and what budget we could put together, con-
cluding that it was actually going to be possible to sell up and make it work after all.  
It was a pretty fast decision - we aren’t known for our patience! I think we surprised a 
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lot of people, because it was something we kept to ourselves until we had all the   
pieces in place. We then gave notice at work and got on with downsizing. 
The fact that we had never owned or sailed a boat before was a bit of an issue, so we 
literally had to learn everything. We got in touch with a local RYA (Royal Yacht Associa-
tion) training centre, where we did a “competent crew” sailing course. This taught us 
the basics of sailing - how to drive, sail and navigate a boat - as well as a number of 
safety exercises. It was a good grounding for us and helped reinforce that we would be 
happy with our new life direction. Once we had purchased our new floating home and 
moved aboard, we took a more advanced ‘Day Skipper’ RYA course, which involved a 
trainer coming onboard with us for an intensive week of training. It was a huge learn-
ing curve; it covered lots of sailing practice and theory as well as first aid, weather, 
navigation and so on and so forth. We came away from that with a lot more confi-
dence and understanding, which we could then add to by going sailing. 
Initially, inexperience was one of our biggest challenges. We got lots of advice from 
fellow “cruisers” and were very tentative in our route planning. But the only real way 
to learn to sail a boat is... to sail a boat, so we took to the water and got on with 
it. Downsizing was a lot easier than we thought it would be. By the time we came to 
sell the house, we were desperate to just move aboard and set sail. We sold what we 
could, we gave stuff to charity and friends and kept what we though we could fit onto 
a 40ft catamaran….which isn’t a lot. 
 

Tell us about your beautiful boat and what work you needed to do to get out in the 
ocean. 

Ah, the beautiful “Double Trouble”. Her arri-
val into our lives is a long story, but in a nut-
shell we bought her from a New Zealander 
who was living in Greece and we had her 
shipped to Sydney. We spent time              
deliberating on suitable boat names before 
we found her (“Hot Stuff” had been our    fa-
vourite) but we thought “Double Trouble” 
was pretty fitting, so kept the name and we 
now try to live up to it every day! We were 
still living in Brisbane (with no sailing experi-
ence) at this stage, so we paid a delivery   
captain to deliver her to up the coast from 
Sydney, with the proviso that we could also 
do the trip as crew. It was a bit of a rough 
passage, but we loved it. I remember us 
getting dolphins riding the bow waves as we  
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left Sydney harbour and almost crying with joy - our very own dolphins! We learned a 
lot in those 5 days. 
Once back in Brisbane, we had to set the boat up for offshore sailing - a huge job and 
another massive learning curve. Over the course of three months we added batteries, 
solar panels, a water maker and cockpit 
covers. We got the sails and rigging 
checked, scraped the hull clean, ap-
plied new anti-foul and got the engines 
serviced. We listened to advice and made 
sure we had a good supply of spare parts 
onboard. We then added some storage to 
the hulls so we could carry a lot of spare 
food and provisions. Typically we have 
a good 2-3 months supply of food onboard 
and will supplement that by foraging and 
buying local fruit and veg. It’s a common saying that ‘BOAT ‘actually stands for “Bring 
Out Another Thousand” and it certainly felt like we were spending a lot of money to get 
our voyage underway, but this was soon forgotten once we went sailing.  Our time and 
preparation was worth it, as we knew we had a sound and seaworthy vessel. 
Where have your journeys taken you so far? What are the highlights?  
We have sailed over 13,000 nautical mile to date.  Our initial trip was “just” up the east 
coast of Australia from Brisbane to Cairns return - a shakedown cruise (or a tech       
rehearsal if you like) to see how well all the new systems worked and to see if we really 
could do this sailing thing.  We then undertook our first ever ocean passage (or “blue 
water” as it’s called) by crossing the Tasman sea from Brisbane, Australia to Opua, New 

Zealand. A 10 day 1200 mile trip, only 
five months after we bought DT. It was 
a baptism of fire, but we loved every 
second. In the last couple of years we 
have been enjoying the South Pacific, 
spending two seasons in New Zealand 
and visiting Tonga, Fiji, Tuvalu, and Kiri-
bati. We are currently in the northern 
hemisphere, sitting out the South Pa-
cific hurricane season in the Marshall      
Islands. 
To name highlights is tough one, as 
there have been so many, but I’ll try: 

Sailing under the iconic Sydney harbour bridge and past the Opera House; 
Watching the sun rise when we are totally alone in the middle of the ocean; 
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Swimming with a mum and baby Hump-
back Whale calf in Tonga; 
A clear night sky when the horizon to 
horizon full of stars;   
The excitement of arriving into a new 
country after many days at sea; 
Dolphins paying us a visit. That never gets 
old;  
The people we meet in tiny, remote vil-
lages who welcome us into their homes 
and lives.  
 

What have been the biggest challenges?  
Challenges have changed as we’ve gone through this journey. When we started out we 
were educating ourselves and getting everything ready and setup. Once we were    
underway then challenges were more about logistics as part of the travelling. It’s a bit 
like touring as you need to find out where to get food and supplies in new ports and 
anchorages. You need to check what immigration requirements are for new countries 

and plan to visit places at the best time 
of year (and season).  The weather is 
probably one of our biggest challenges 
and dictates our every move. A change 
in wind direction or a low pressure sys-
tem can turn a beautiful calm bay into a 
horrible, choppy mess and a sleepless 
night. We have to avoid cyclone,      
typhoon and monsoon seasons, know 
when the trade winds are blowing and 
from which direction and be ready for 
squalls, which can cause a churned up 
sea with wind changes and torrential 
rain. We download a weather forecast 
at least twice a day.  

 

How do your strong theatre production skills transfer to the challenges you face on a 
daily basis? 
Our theatre background is a huge help and not panicking when the proverbial hits the 
fan is a big advantage. We use check lists and shout checks often, especially prior to 
setting off on a long passage and Rob’s engineering and wiring skills are put into use on 
a regular basis, as is the ability to jerry rig things with some gaffer and bit of sticky back 
plastic!  
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When setting up the boat, we had to manage multiple trades and projects, all working 
within a very tight space. We also learnt how to do a lot of jobs ourselves. Now that we 
are out cruising we are pretty much self sufficient and we can troubleshoot engine and 
electrical problems as well as manage repairs, maintenance and provisioning. 
After our Tasman crossing we also decided to start documenting our trip. So we have a 
Facebook page, YouTube channel and a website that we have to manage and maintain. 
That has meant we have had to learn a lot of social media skills and also how to shoot, 
edit and produce a watchable video . 
 

At a time when we’re all living in our loved ones pockets, what are your tips for suc-
cessfully spending so much time in each other’s company in a small space?  
Ha ha! That’s why we have a catamaran. One hull each... Seriously though, we are very 
lucky that we actually enjoy spending time with each other, but we do still manage to 
have our alone time. I’ll read a book or do a puzzle while Rob will stick the headphones 
on and watch a movie or seven. We have learnt a lot about how differently we both 
react in certain situations. Having patience - not a thing either of us is blessed with - 
and not dwelling upon an issue or applying blame is hugely beneficial, if not always 
easy. Finding a solution and moving on quickly is very important. We’ve become much 
better at talking through issues and clearing the air. Saying that, other than when we 
are sea, we don’t spend that much time onboard and try to get out and about as much 
as possible .  
 

You were off grid when the UK, Australia and New Zealand started to go into lock-
down. Was it a big surprise to see what was happening globally when you checked 
back in to the media? How has the situation impacted on your travels? 
We have a satellite phone system that gives us basic text headlines when we are out of 
internet range, so we had a good idea what was going on, but we were still shocked by 
the scale of things when we checked back in. We felt like we had been living in a bit of 
a bubble. We didn’t really have a handle on just how enormous an impact this awful 
virus is having globally. We had planned to leave the Marshall Islands in May, which is 
the end of the South Pacific cyclone season and to sail south to Vanuatu for the sea-
son. But then Vanuatu closed its borders, along with every other South Pacific country. 
Fortunately we have been able to apply for a 12 month extension to our original 3 
month tourist visa here in the Marshall Islands, so we are safe. The Marshall Islands 
also sit outside of the typhoon belt, so we shouldn’t be impacted by any dangerous 
weather in spending another season here. We consider ourselves very lucky, especially 
as the islands are currently virus free, but we have just heard that they are stopping all 
travel to the outer atolls, so we are to remain in Majuro, the main atoll, for the fore-
seeable future. It’s a great shame, but there are far worse places that we could be in, 
so no complaints from us.  
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What are your sailing goals for the future? 
We have a saying that plans are written in the sand at low tide. Our goal is to keep sail-
ing for as long as we are able, at least for 10 or more years if health and cash-flow  
permit. We love life out here and, as far as destinations go, we are in no hurry to move 
on quickly. If we eventually complete a circumnavigation, that’s fantastic, but we are 
happy to slowly potter around, exploring places that are a little more off the typical 
cruising routes. Micronesia, Indonesia and the Philippines are very high up on our list 
and if there’s good diving, then we’ll be there. 
 

Is there anything you miss about showbiz? 
Oh yes, we miss the people and the camaraderie. Although the sailing community is 
very similar - maybe that’s why we enjoy it so much! 
 

Is there one bit of advice you’d give people, based on what you’ve learnt from the 
last almost 20 years abroad? 

Get out of your comfort zone. Say “yes” more often to invitations, especially in      
countries where the culture is so different to your own. We’ve often gone along to 
something that we didn’t really want to do or were nervous about and ended up     
having an amazing time or experience that we would have otherwise missed. 
 
 
You can follow Jo and Rob’s journeys on their YouTube Channel where they have over 
60 video diaries, documenting their adventures, and via their Facebook page: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCF6bXXMc16EqM71pzzUuWwQ/videos 

https://www.facebook.com/sailingdoubletrouble/ 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCF6bXXMc16EqM71pzzUuWwQ/videos
https://www.facebook.com/sailingdoubletrouble/
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Th e first five minutes of my new job weren't going as planned. 
"Why don't you start with helping on the props for the musi-

cal?" the General Manager had said over the phone. Great, I'd thought; a soft boot while I find my 
feet and prepare to take over from 
the existing SM - five days away, on 
opening night. The young TAD 
(Trainee Assistant Director) in front 
of me this first morning, smiled. 
"That's the list", he said, handing 
me three neatly and ever so dense-
ly typed sheets of A4,  
containing a warehouse of 1940's 
Americana. What the heck was a 
Murphy bed? "OK", I ventured, "So 
what have you got left to find?" A 
beat. "That is the list." Still smiling, the TAD looked hopeful, rather than apologetic. I spun around 
to the General Manager: "I'm going to need £500 and a big sheet of   paper!" 
This was 2001 and my introduction to the legendary King's Head Theatre, Islington, the first of the 
new wave of pub theatres to open in the early 70s. Its artistic director -the equally legendary Dan 
Crawford - had found it by strolling the length of Upper Street, saying in every pub he visited,        

"I hear your lease is for sale".  
At number 115 he got a hit. 
A pub had existed here since c.1800 and the 
back room - a space that had formerly been 
both a billiard hall and a boxing ring - was to 
become the theatre, with Dan knocking through 
walls and building the stage with his own hands. 
In my time, the walls were covered in crimson 
textured paper, and the seating was mostly on 
benches at tables, for this was classic dinner 
theatre. On one wall hung a remnant of the 

In February 2020 Kings Head Theatre celebrated ‘50 years of 
outrageous talent’.  Simon Sinfield remembers the original... 
 

A MAVERICK IN LONDON 
 

                                                    Simon Sinfield 

From Cueline in 2011, a CSM’S reminiscence on the man  
who made the King's Head a leading platform for  

British fringe theatre  
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Theatre Royal Haymarket house tabs and the LX rig was chock full of dusty Pattern 23s and 123s.  
The pigeon's-napkin of a stage had no wings and the crossover was through the dressing room. 
Access to the front of house for actors was over a ladder on to the flat roof.  The roof itself was 
on permanent appeal (with the bar manager making a fundraising speech before each perfor-
mance). It leaked water on to audience members and electrics alike. Operating from the box in a 
rainstorm carried a certain frisson in the midst of the frequent mid-show re-plugs. It was on the 
roof, in fact, where I made my first contribution to solving the theatre's chronic storage issues, 
by building a lovely garden shed. 
Dan Crawford was tall, with flowing grey hair, and a sparkle in his eye. Brought up in East Coast 
America, in his tweedy jacket and cords, he had the manner of a rumpled English gentleman. He 
could be very charming and part of that charm was his immense passion for the business of the-
atre. Taken to extreme, however, this could, on occasion be a source of conflict; taking the max-
im, "The show must go on" to the maximum. A previous stage manager at whom he'd thrown an 
ashtray, one of my directors who had received the sharp end of a table and I could all attest to 
that. 
There's an ongoing debate in the SMA about the merits of working just for the experience. At the 
King's Head, the TADS were generally on internships of six months, with no stipend. Their re-
ward, which I felt was not always that tangible, was to make contacts in the industry and to work 
with the directors of the many co-productions. 
Thankfully for me, they also doubled as ASMs 
and were often very good at it, whilst no 
doubt preferring to be somewhere else.  
On this first morning, I sent them out to all 
points of the compass and within a few days 
we had propped One Touch of Venus, a "lost” 
musical, which was to become the theatre's 
biggest hit in two decades. 
The very success of the show led me to the 
first of my many clashes with Dan. 
The capacity of theatre was about ninety, in a 
continuum of comfort ranging from "bearable, 
but my neck hurts" to "agony, but I can't feel 
my neck anymore, so play on good fellows". Unfortunately our licence allowed us to go for 117, 
for which the tickets should have honestly stated, "Bring a friend to stand on". We also had a 
space for just one wheelchair user; at the front of one of the two aisles. It was on the morning of 
one of the sold out matinées that I received a call at home from Dan. He'd heard that I'd forbid-
den box office from selling any more wheelchair places, as I believed fire exits to be important. 
He wasn't best happy and when I pointed out that my contract stated that I was responsible for 
Health and Safety, he popped somewhat. I ended up saying, "In which case I resign" popping the 
phone down on him. 
Despite the start, I went on to work there for three periods between 2001 and 2004, alternating 
with long contracts at the RSC and loving the contrast. Shows varied immensely and without 
government funding at this time, the theatre was always only a couple of hiccups away from 
closure. I depended enormously on my pool of volunteers, to keep me from going under. 
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I really couldn't have done it without them and I'm glad to say that most seemed to gain some-
thing from the experience. I hadn't even been interviewed by Dan for my first tenure as SM. He 
had almost turned up twice, but was distracted away and so I was hired sight unseen. For my 
second contract, things had changed and I was greeted warmly at the door by Dan, who took me 
for lunch and gave me a ride in his vintage Jowett Javelin. One of my favourite times was to sit up 
at my office desk in the relative quiet of the late evening, while Dan was digging through his   
ancient and dog-eared contacts book, making call after call, often to drum up money for his next 
show,  He always started his conversations with a distinctive resonant, "Hello, Dan Crawford 
here. How are yuuuu?" This was a great time to quiz him on his past shows and about working 
with some of thousands of actors that had trod the KHTs asymmetric boards. It was on one of 
these evenings that Dan told me I was his second-best stage manager in thirty years! I genuinely 
took this as a great compliment. I like to think that if I'd argued less... 
In mid-2004 I came to work on the show that, for me, would not go on. With no sound or lighting 
designer on board, I knew that I'd be carrying more than my usual responsibilities. Whilst     
working the evening shows, I'd propped the show with the TADs*, designed the basic rig, wired 
48 spotlights and prepped the sound effects; putting in 85 hours over the previous week. On top 
of this, we had two documentary crews due to film the process: one for a biopic of the theatre 
itself, the other a team from Japanese TV.                                                                                                             
I was about to enter the Perfect Storm of tech hell. 
In the plot, the desk developed a fault which meant that I had to offer states manually and then 
make notes on programming for later. The spare part sent over failed to help. Moving into tech, 
Dan added a new lantern for each bit of blocking he'd not seen before, meaning I was constantly 
having to work out repatches in reverse, whilst solo op’ing the show. Despite doing my best to 
keep up and having reached fourteen hours without a break, the actors on-stage started snap-
ping. Then the director and his leading lady started making loud and sarcastic comments about 
me from the auditorium. My protests were couched in a decade of professional calm, but they 
wouldn't let up and actually became more vicious in their jibes - accusing me of incompetence 
and of deliberate sabotage. Dan was in the auditorium - knowing this Director's explosive reputa-
tion (and previously having lobbed that table at him) but he wouldn't step in on my behalf. This 
was a decisive moment for me. As the tiny Japanese sound girl crept up to me and clipped a mic 
onto the side of the box, and the profanities on both sides reached new heights,  
I realised that I'd be leaving soon. 
After my resignation, Dan and I remained more 
than amicable and I was the one who inter-
viewed and short-listed candidates for my own 
job. In typical fashion,  Dan failed to show for 
initial interviews and everyone had to be re-
called, including the successful candidate . 
 

[*footnote from Simon: one of the TAD’s at this 
time was Michael Longhurst - now Artistic Di-
rector of the Donmar Warehouse! ]  
 
Link to Dan's obituary  
https://www.theguardian.com/news/2005/jul/15/guardianobituaries.artsobituaries  

https://www.theguardian.com/news/2005/jul/15/guardianobituaries.artsobituaries
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W ay, way back in my earlier touring days, I decided, on a bit of a whim, to sign up for 
an Open University biology course. I was still harbouring slight indignation that my 

school hadn’t approved of mixing arts and science A Levels and, spurred on by a family 
member saying I could never have been a  scientist, declared “I’ll show them!” and signed 
up for my first 2 modules.  This was sufficiently long ago that no-one was using laptops - 
although I did have a lovely portable word processor - and none of the course was delivered 
online anyway. I toured a combi TV/VCR for recording the OU broadcasts, which I had to 
transport on the train 
every tour move, and 
much to the delight of 
my colleagues a     
“Home Experiment 
Kit”        complete with 
microscope, that was 
loaned to each      
student by the OU. All 
essays and assign-
ments had to be sent 
back to tutors through 
the post and tutorials 
and exams had to be 
attended in person, although fortunately for a touring theatrical it was possible to turn up in 
a different region to your own. It was such a palaver, compared to 2020 living, that it is 
nothing short of a miracle that I emerged 5 years later with an excellent degree in Natural 
Sciences. Within 6 months of graduating I couldn’t even understand how I’d ever had the 
time to fit it into my life and didn’t return to further study for years.   
A year or 2 ago I heard of The OU’s OpenLearn courses. These are free short courses, often 
consisting of modules that form part of degree level paid-for courses and, mercifully, they 
can all be completed online in your own time. with no additional resources required, or you 
can download for course content for offline use, in word, PDF or Kindle formats.  
There is an astonishing range of subject matter and completion of many of the courses 
leads to either a Statement of Participation or a Digital Badge, the latter of which can be 

Lockdown Learning  
with the Open University       

 

 

                               Ali Wade 
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added to your Linkedin profile, which I think is no bad thing for anyone also cultivating a CV 
which is relevant to the non-theatre world. 
I started off by completing some of the Business School courses, namely “Working in 
Groups and Teams” and “Managing Projects Through People”, both of which are hugely 
relevant to any Stage Manager at any stage of their career. Don’t be fooled into thinking 
that these are pedestrian courses, just because they’re free and accessible; the exercises 
really get you thinking and I found it so useful to look back at recent jobs, both theatre and 
events, and examine how things worked on those shows, the reasons why they worked 
that way and how certain aspects could be improved, including my own management of 
different situations. 
I’ve also completed a couple of courses that indulge my other interests. Those who know 
me well, know that I really enjoy spending some of my non-working time in the voluntary 
sector and, with that in mind, last year I completed “Introducing the Voluntary Sector” and 
“Building Relationships with Donors”, and am now in the middle of a couple of  Volunteer 
Management courses which are not part of but allied to OpenLearn.  
My advice to anyone looking for an interesting course with OpenLearn is to spend a good 
amount of time going through each faculty’s offerings with a fine tooth comb to see what’s 
on offer, rather than just using the search box; whilst there are courses that are very plain-
ly relevant to theatre practitioners in the “History and The Arts” section, you will also find 
plenty under the “Money and Business” and “Education and Development” sections. That 
said, if you’re looking to further an interest outside of theatre, whether that involves 
starting to learn a new language or learning about the law, science or the environment, 
there are a myriad of other opportunities available in different sections. 
The full range of the OU’s OpenLearn courses can be found here:  
https://www.open.edu/openlearn/free-courses/full-catalogue   
With study times starting at just a few hours, what do you have to lose, other than a few 
lockdown hours? 

I  was booked as CSM for a summer season in a fine Edwardian period 
theatre. The light comedy presented was a good 75% sold out before 

we opened. The play had a cast of six, one routine set and a couple of walking understud-
ies. Once nightly. Two of the cast above the title were on a piece of the box office and 
were therefore entitled to a copy of the nightly box office return.  We opened in the last 
week of June to full houses for every performance. The box office plan showed a capacity 
of around 600 seats across three levels. The theatre contract was clear that there were no 
PP seats. * 

Last Word:     
SOMETIMES YOU GET A RESULT  

     Terry Lee Dickson 

https://www.open.edu/openlearn/free-courses/full-catalogue
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The nightly box office return showed up about 40 minutes into the first half and was, frankly, 
boring. The same numbers, so many seats available, all sold. Almost the same amount of 
money every show, the only variations being the small discounts to local ticket agencies.  
As the summer season headed to its end full houses gave way to almost full houses. I had a 
slight feeling of unease when the number of unsolds on the return seemed to exceed the 
number of empty seats. I decided to do a quick head count the following evening. And yes, 
there were around thirty empty seats. But the return that evening showed more than sixty. 
That’s thirty seats full but not accounted for.  I smelled a pantomime size rat.  
The next evening I was in the theatre manager’s office the moment I received the nightly 
return. I asked for a stub check. No-one does that lightly, because such a request is only a 
short step from accusing the venue of fraud. 
After an hour counting and recounting the stubs, in a very frosty atmosphere, the tally 
matched the return and the paper plan that had been brought through from the box office. 
Embarrassing for me, it would seem. 
By this stage the curtain was down and the further discussion was postponed by the need to 
see the house out.    For no real reason I kept hold of the seat plan. 
The following morning I was at the theatre before everyone but the cleaners. I took the plan 
and compared it to the seats in the auditorium. And found there were thirty two more seats 
in the auditorium than were shown on the plan. Gotcha! 
I confronted the theatre manager in the tiny box office itself. In the room for the first time, I 
remarked on very slim tickets books racked separately to the regular ones. The manager 
promptly grabbed the phone to call the theatre owner, a well known local businessman. 
Within minutes the owner was at the theatre wanting a chat. He blamed the manager. The 
manager blamed the box office manager. And so it went on with b.o. assistants, ushers and 
tickets tearers coming in for blame too. Actually that was all pretty fair, given that everyone 
at every level had to be party to the scam, even if unknowingly. 
The owner sent everyone else out of the room and then offered me a serious sum of money 
to forget the whole thing. I told him that the information was already in the hands of the 
show’s producer. Then I left. 
Late that afternoon, the producer himself pitched up and took me aside for a chat: he had 
come to an agreement with the owner for some kind of compensation and I should not tell 
the cast members (who were on a percentage) nor the author’s agent, about the discrepan-
cy.   Of course I would be rewarded for that.  So twice in one day I had been offered a bribe.  
I had of course, advised the actors about my discovery during the day. 
So, there you have it. Bent box offices aren’t usual these days, of course. Especially now that 
computer systems are universal. But I wonder how many CSMs will be checking the actual 
seats against the plan during the next show? 
 

* footnote: PP (private property) seats are sold for the sole benefit of the venue, usually first.  
Honest practice shows them on plans. The value of those sales must be declared because author, 
director and similar royalties are often paid on them too. To put all this in context, the value of 
sales involved in the fraud at current prices would be  £115,200.  
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MEMBERSHIP NEWS 
     Debbie Bland 

 

Professional 

Rachael Barber, Megan Bly, Amber Curtis, Jasmin Davies, Georgia Feldman, Ali 

Graham, Jess Hardcastle, Emilie Leger, Angelo Pandolfi, Eve Richardson,  Tim 

Booth, Christina Cornelisse,  Emily Davies, Jasmin Davies, Keira Dulake, Rachel 

Graham, Jasmin Hay, Anna Lavender, Jenny Northam, Abigail Palmer, Paul Saw-

tell, Victoria Shannon, Benjamin Smith, Rosa Whicker, Heather Cooper, Rob-

ert Ashford, Abigail Palmer, Leon Smith, Luke Stout, Dylan Ward-Jones,     

Stephen Andrews 
Professional Rejoin 

Zoe Doy, Benedict Jones, Tafara Takavarasha, Rachel Harris,  James-Paul Hay-

den, Anna Lambert, Alexa Lawrence, Pippa Kay, Tom Lewer, Julia Wills,     
Annette Waldie, Sharon Calcutt, Matthew Richard Smith 
Graduate  
Imogen Adshead, Francesca Fenech, Miriam Plassmann, Shane Ludlow  
Student  

Nikita Halligan, Liane Howatt, Cara-Megan Rees, Emma Peace, Zoë Rogers-

Holman, Cat Simpson, Sophie Singleton, Katie Stephen, Jack Freestone,      

Mark Smith Ieuan Thomas Lisa Pleass Rosie Tredray 

Associate  

Joshua Williams 

SMA are committed to doing what it takes to support 
members in the COVID-19 period. Our website, social   
media  and SMAgenda all carry up to date information 
and advice, and our office remains open, but staff are 
working remotely – please contact us by email if you need 
support at any time. 
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